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Spellbinding images from the mega-hit films will keep your fan conjuring up visions of a magical

year. Daily tear-off pages make this calendar perfect for the desk, kitchen counter, or any

workspace.
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After receiving my 2012 Harry Potter Year-In-A Box calendar, I was disappointed in two things. 1)

The paper/print quality is poor...thin paper and images that seemed faded. 2) After thumbing

through the whole calendar of 365 days, I noticed that quite a few photos are duplicated. Despite

these flaws, the calendar will serve its purpose, which is to help me get my "HP fix" throughout the

year.

It will be easy for any Harry Potter fan to be delighted every day when you turn your calendar to a

new image of the heroes and villains and scenes of the Harry Potter world. I would certainly

recommend you buy it.However, the reason I give it only two stars is because once a week, on

average, there is no picture! I appreciate the little factoids about the characters, but if you give a

factoid about Professor Dumbledore, why not include a picture of him with it instead of a blank

background?!? I mean, how hard is it to come up with one picture a day from the multitude of Harry

Potter movies (really just 313 pictures since Saturday and Sunday are on the same page)? The

laziness or apathy or penny-pinching that went into making this calendar disgusts me. I will be



looking for a different calendar publisher next year.

I am a huge Harry Potter fan....but I feel that the team that put this calendar together was not. I am

only on March and there have already been duplicates. Some of the photos are great! Some are

quite bland. The factoids and quotation pages are hit or miss. I wont be buying this calendar next

year. I would highly recommend the Survivor's Guide calendar in a box. Everyday you learn

something new!

Quality of paper very poor and not as much data,info on the daily sheets,some pages had nothing

but a picture.I was really hoping for trivia /facts to be on the pages.My daughter did like it though

,just because it was Harry Putter.

In years past the Harry Potter calendar has contained interesting facts about the movies, books and

actors. The pictures have been good quality. This year they are severely lacking. I'm a fairly big HP

fan and I'm not even certain who is in today's photo!

Just as described, looks awesome and has a page for each day, some with interesting facts. I loved

it and used it every day. THe widget is not helpful, however, so don't bother downloading it.
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